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In Memory of Toni Morrison
1931-2019

American Novelist
“Her mind traveled crooked streets and aimless goat paths,
arriving sometimes at profundity, other times at the revelations of
a three-year-old. Throughout this fresh, if common, pursuit of
knowledge, one conviction crowned her efforts: ...she knew there
was nothing to fear.”
― Toni Morrison, Song of Solomon
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DEDICATION
Isabella Johnson ‘21 and Ashley Rodriguez ‘21
Not one person can ever say that they want to leave this world without having made an impact.
The legacy that we leave on the generations to come are lessons worth learning. They bring out the
beauty in each of our souls that sits there waiting to blossom. Through writing, we find that we are
able to live through experiences that aren’t ours, and because of that, our perspectives are
broadened and our lives are both enlightened and empowered. This year’s Zephyr staff would like
to dedicate our literary magazine to two women who, through their heartbreaking work, embody
our theme of Legacy. They have both left an incredible impact on our hearts and a legacy for the
world to admire and aspire to achieve in the years to come.
A true gem to the genre of nonfiction, Jeannette Walls was chosen because of her continuous
contribution to the world through the true horror stories of her own life. In her most famous
memoir, The Glass Castle, Walls recounts her entire life story without sugarcoating a single word.
Her resilience is an inspiration to women around the world born into families incapable of
sufficiently providing. She is a success story still in the making and is a proud Barnard College
graduate. She is currently a journalist who contributes to MSNBC and lives between Virginia and
New York with her husband John. At 59 years old, Walls, as well as her siblings, continue to be
prime examples of getting yourself out of a bad situation, surviving, and thriving. We, the staff of
Zephyr, are truly thankful for the fire she strikes in us to make better lives for ourselves, no matter
our challenges.

An icon in Poetry, Emily Dickinson’s life has always possessed an aura of mystery. At a young
age, Dickinson abandoned societal life, instead choosing to stay within her family home, where she
would craft letters to fellow intellectuals and eventually, create a new form of poetry. The poetry
Dickinson wrote took on aspects that were often rejected and frowned upon in the 19th Century;
her art was composed of shorter lines and simple imagery, a structure which contrasted the poem’s
deeper and often profound message. The themes -- death, grief, and intense emotion, in contrast
with her themes of truth, nature, and religious faith -- Dickinson employed seemingly embraced
and rejected the Romantic literature found in the 19th Century as well. Her poetry was not
discovered until four years after her unfortunate death where it was met with resounding praise.
Dickinson’s legacy began soon after her death, as the poetry community quickly consumed and
analyzed her work. In the 21st Century, Dickinson is regarded as one of America’s greatest poets,
with hundreds of papers examining her work and even a TV show -- called Dickinson -immortalizing her life and her contributions to American poetry. The Zephyr staff wishes to
contribute to Dickinson’s immortality through honoring the legacy Dickinson has left behind, one
full of beautiful and perceptive poetry whose messages can be applied to modern life.
The legacies of Jeanette Walls and Emily Dickinson will live on, as more people read and
reflect on the wonderful work both women have put out to the world. Such art is not easily
forgotten. It is this legacy that the Zephyr staff has chosen to appreciate and accentuate in the
Zephyr 2020 Magazine.
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100 Years
Adelia Martinez ‘20

A proudness standing tall
Between the mountains conquered by kings
Years and years and years of battle for them all
The voices of knowledge now does sings

For 100 years
Women gained much strength and might
To fight back against the walls
Build by those ancient mountains
As Lacordaire continues to show
It too can become a power
Of proudness standing tall.

Starting with two
With no more the challenge
Showing even the few
The battle women can manage
With a quick soft smile
And a dream of the future
The list of queens will go on for miles
Making 100 years only a rumor
For the gold is the glory
Of knowledge passed down
Reaching new territory
As the word spread around
And the years flew by
As the numbers grew and grew
Those rumors turned to facts
With not one person’s question flew
How a lady so dainty
Turned into a queen
Holding hands with each other
Having the power to be seen
As the few years strolled by
And the attendance grew steadily
The mountains around them
Saw their power grow immensely
A place of learning
Is a power to behold
Especially when the young girls are yearning
For a chance achieve gold
And our beloved sisters
Dedicated to God Almighty
Are the light in the path
To lead us with warm hearts
As those same powers stood great in the hall
Where those young, bright minds
Can see hope in it all
From a dark, weak age
Into a brilliant warmth of light
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A Flag Trembling in the Wind
Isabella Johnson ‘21

Autumn winds violently shake the hanging Flag.
Six in the Morning,
The Sun slowly rising over the Horizon.
Sunlight painting cloth in different rays of light.
Patterned colors flicker;

Fabric caving in and out.
As when faceless soldiers, covered head to toe in dust,
Creating a facade of solid shadows;
Fight for their country;
Fight for the Flag to stay upright,
Glorified fabric never hitting the ravaged ground.
Hope,
For Victory
For Peace
Wavers through their every move.
As when people crowd in the street,
Throats strained from their insistent protests
Fight for someone to listen
Fight to be truly heard
The flag sways in the distance
Representing the home they are fighting for.
Hope,
For Reform,
For Change,
Flickers through their every move.
The Sun settles over the horizon;
Time slowly trickling by,
And the Flag still stands,
Trembling against the strong wind.
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A Mind at Rest
Kaili Martinez-Beasley ‘23

The leaves sound like pacing steps
Acorns dropping from the squirrels’ theft
Metal doors creaking and their hinges screaming
All left with a mind at rest
Worries put aside and few to-dos left
The crickets chirp like it’s the only thing that’s left
Swings stay still because of the absence of the wind
And they’re all alone, except each other, and a single mind at rest
The birds carry on building their nests
Worms wiggle in the ground ‘cause that’s their best
Cars drive by and halt at the sign
Lawn mowers start, it was about time
These sounds go on but don’t disturb a thing
The music and singing will one day die down
No longer heard from the ears by a mind at rest
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A Secret Yearning for More
Isabella Johnson ‘21

Pencil poised in one hand,
She begins to draw
A picture meant for the pleasure of others.
The art has escaped her,
No longer does she create
For herself,
But for the eyes
That never fall from her work.

Bright pigments,
Unseemly patterns,
Are chosen without thought,
As the art escapes her once again;
Her Life, Her Art,
Is no longer hers.

Looking upon her final creation,
Something aches within her.
The grotesque painting
Stares back at her,
Reflective of the truth
She wishes to ignore.

It does not matter what she’s drawing,
A portrait, still life, or landscape;
What matters,
Is the final piece.
Immense piles of eraser shavings gather on the surface of the canvas,
Some floating to the floor,
As vertical and diagonal cross hatchings
Are drawn again and again,
Dancing across the rough fabric.
Her sketch,
Full of contour lines
In contrast with
An unoriginal abstractism,
Is seemingly distorted.
Blends of white and black,
Create deep shadows within.
Together,
It all resembles
An unsightly amalgamation,
As bits and pieces of acclaimed artists
Blend into her work,
Too similar, too perfect
For her to claim inspiration.
Whispers of a discontented, disappointed audience
Guide her next move,
Mixing in with the other swirls of influence.
This piece no longer belongs to her,
And maybe it never did,
But this,
This will have to do.
Brushes of paint now adorn the canvas.
Her once calm strokes
Pick up in speed.
Dabs of paint seemingly frantic and unhinged.
Different colors,
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Rage,
Grief,
Disappointment,
Fills the ache within,
Her movements pick up in speed once more.
And the canvas is thrown to the floor.
Paint splatters,
The fabric, once whole, is now torn.
(It's now in ruins.
And a little warmth returns to her)
But she doesn’t notice;
She’s too focused on
Voices whispering in her ear,
Hands guiding her next move.
Pencil poised in one hand,
She begins to draw,
Again.

2020

An Ode to the Noble Knight in My
Backyard
Tatianna Dorlean ‘21

Standing strong and mighty against the elements
Never wavering for even a seconde
No matter how strong the winds or how freezing les hivers,
Tu always kept me warm.
Always there towering over moi
Bringing me peace in the bustling ville
Where it felt très busy that there was no time to breathe
You keep me calm despite all the noise that tries to engulf moi
Un reminder to never distract myself from what’s important,
Which was usually right in front of moi.
To toujours handle problems as they come.
Mon own little forest at my own disposal
Deep-rooted in your space as a member of la famille
Tu can be wild and rowdy;
Banging ton limbs against my window demanding mon attention
Mais, I would not want it any other way
Still the same, but always changing
Still with the words etched into your bark
That bring back memories of a younger me, a more innocent, a more carefree me
Still bending down to extend your hand to me
Giving me the gift of your leaves to keep with me when I could not be there with you.
Still with that little divot at your base
where I would sit and lay back against toi.
Mais, little by little growing taller and taller
Maybe one day you will even reach the sky
To be free in the clouds amongst the creatures gliding through le ciel

Dans une grande âme tout est grand.
And in mine, you are perfect
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Argo

Holly Lake ‘20

I honestly can't remember what it was about that Aerosmith song that made me run into the living room
when I heard it blasting from the TV. I don't think I'd even heard it before, but as Steven Tyler began to
wail, "Dream On," I stood mesmerized by what I was witnessing.
"Holly, what on earth are you watching?"
My mom lunged to change the channel, but I clutched the remote tightly in my hand as the word "Argo"
flashed across the screen. Argo, I repeated to myself several times. It was most definitely not one of my
weekly vocabulary words. Argo. I had to know more. I began to pepper my mom with questions: "What's
an Argo, Mom? Why does Ben Affleck have to make a fake movie to rescue his friends? Is this even real?
It said based on a true story." And, naturally, inevitably: "Can we go see it Mom? Can we, please?" Naturally, inevitably, she replied, "No." I was ten years old-she knew what was coming—so she shot me down
with her standard explanation as to why not: "Because I said so."
I pressed on with my inquiries. Even at ten, I could be quite tenacious. Choosing her words carefully, my
mom told me about a country called Iran located somewhere she called "the Middle East." She explained
that the U.S. and Iran didn't get along well. With eyes widening, I asked, "So Ben Affleck's friends were in
real danger? Was this really real?" She hesitated before answering. In retrospect, I realize she was mentally calculating what was appropriate for my young mind to digest. "It's a real story, Holly, but it has a happy ending. You're too young for a movie like that now. Maybe when you're older."
That evening, I typed "Argo" into the Google search bar on my older sister's laptop while Mom made dinner. If I couldn't see the movie, I could at least research the story. In no time at all, with the volume low, I
began to devour old news footage on YouTube pertaining to the crisis. The screen was instantly filled with
soldiers and enormous crowds chanting and protesting.
In school, we were studying the American Revolution. I struggled to see how the world had gone from the
Boston Tea Party to a hostage situation in an American embassy in Iran. What was an embassy anyway?
I became my own history teacher. Modern history was just so much more real to my young mind. I poured
over Wikipedia, multiple tabs open at a time, expanding my knowledge, my vocabulary, my thoughts on
America and its place in this world. I learned that not everyone thinks America is the world's greatest
country. I learned about wars fought over territory, resources, religion, and clashes of ideas. My eyes became open to the reality of our political climate. In my mind, I repeatedly saw the images of people blindfolded and dragged into the streets. Was the world really like this? My world seemed so safe in comparison. Maybe Mom was right. Maybe I was too young.
Sophomore year, I signed up for AP US history. Right on the syllabus in bold was "The Iranian Hostage
Crisis." I almost had it, but unfortunately, we ran out of time at the end of the school year. I exhausted my
school's history options junior year, but that doesn't mean I've given up on history. I now have a NY Times
digital subscription, and history.com remains my most frequently visited website.
As for Argo, Mom eventually let me watch it when I turned 13. I heard my parents watching it the night
before I was allowed to. My dad wished my mom good luck, since there's a bit of cursing in it. Alan
Arkin's character has a rather profane catchphrase—Mom told Dad she would cover my ears when he uttered it. She did.
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At War with Ourselves
Ashley Rodriguez ‘21

You just can’t win.
Everything you say is wrong.
Everything you do is wrong.
Nothing ever works.
When do you finally win?
No one ever helps you either.
It’s a constant cycle
of you fighting the battle by yourself.
The only problem is
armies don’t win wars
when there’s only one soldier left to fight.

Emily Torres ‘20

Benedicere
Jordan Borisuk ‘21
The Sisters’ joyful song,
All in one chorus,
With hands outstretched in blessing;
Spreading one singular message of love.
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Child, You’re You
Macrina Makar ‘21

Different,
That is what we are.
That is how we were created.
Child,
You need not compare yourself
With those models
Actors
Singers.
They are living their own life
And you yours.
So stop looking down
And look up.

I know you can do it,
You can rise up.
You don’t need to look like them,
Act like them,
Being you is enough.
Fame isn’t all of it,
It causes pride
And feeds on you
Leaving a different person behind,
A foreigner.

It impacts people.
And they remember
that You
Forever
Changed them.
So build yourself up,
And Child
You will be You.
You will not need the fame
Or the money.
You can be stripped of everything
And still stand upright
Showing the world,
Your character
Your virtue.
And your very presence
Will be enough for the world.
Always remember that
Child, you’re you
And that is always more than enough.

Money isn’t all of it,
It fosters greed
And an unquenchable fire for more,
It gives dissatisfaction.

It may seem like they have it all,
But the fame
But the money
Makes them empty.
Know that it is truly
Character and
Virtue that
Turns heads around.
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EmBracing my Hips
Ashley Rodriguez ‘21

I had just come home from my two weeks in the NICU. I was the smallest thing, bundled up in a onesie that barely fit me. My family fawned over me, having gone a lifetime wondering if I’d even make it out of the hospital. My eyes took up the majority of my face, wonderfilled and deep chocolate brown, trying to understand why the world was no longer purple, enclosed, and warm. I went home loved, protected, and healthy. It was a moment that was unfortunately short-lived.
Only a few months after I came home, my mother bathed me. I had a devious smirk on my
face because I splashed her with water and even though her auburn curls were soaked, they
were the prettiest thing in the room. Suddenly, she turned me around and started prodding
around my back. I giggled as a newborn does when mommy cradles her and tickles her tummy.
Except, my mom wasn’t cradling me or tickling my tummy. She called my dad over and I
stared right back at him with a reflection of his own eyes, admiring the first man to devote his
life to my safety. He cradled me in his arms while my mom explained a concept foreign to the
simple mind of a baby.
Fast forward a few more months, and I was diagnosed with hip dysplasia. We had learned
that our pediatrician, based on other parental reviews, had skipped a crucial step in my examination, passing my health off as if my barely-started life wasn’t in his very hands. The saddest
revelation was how simple the correction of the disorder could have been if my pediatrician was
competent. I spent the next month preparing for surgery. I spent my first birthday under the
knife. I spent my childhood wearing a pink brace on my hips that hugged my tiny curves better
than any onesie. But I also spent my childhood smiling. Every day, I went home loved, protected, and healthy. These moments, however, were short-lived.
Eight surgeries later, I was 13 years old, fresh out of 7th grade, and in a hospital bed. I was
still reeling from the epidural-gone-wrong and trying to distract myself with some TV. In my
pajamas, sitting in a lonely wheelchair, I heard a knock at the door. There was a feeling of
sweet relief when two of my teachers, my 7th-grade teacher and my 2nd-grade teacher, a nun,
arrived. In a world where the hospital is two hours away from my home, and sometimes my
parents couldn’t even stay with me, any visitor was welcome. I felt the joy in my heart that had
significantly dimmed since my admittance to the hospital, especially because out of the 40
classmates of mine that I had told of my hospital journey, only one had visited me. My teachers’ company was welcome and their conversation distracted me from the death I had so narrowly escaped the night before. They hold a special place in my heart. I wonder if they’ve ever
understood the kind of gratitude I felt because of their genuine concern and kindness.
Today, I am 16 years old. My hips are held together with a metal implant, my left leg is a
quarter of an inch longer and also held together by a metal implant in order to correct my leg
discrepancy. My left leg is the victim of nerve damage. Almost 4 years later, I still do not have
complete feeling in my left foot. An 8-inch scar runs down the length of my left thigh while two
smaller, healed scars mar the indents of my bikini line. A mental toll has been taken but an internal strength has been found. I’ve chosen to pursue medicine with the hopes of becoming a
better doctor than the one who catalyzed my pain. I’ve spent my entire life bracing myself for
the struggle. But I know it is going to be worth it. And as I continue to brace myself for that
journey, I know that I’ll be going home loved, protected, and finally healthy.
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Enclosure
Adelia Martinez ‘20

darkness surrounds me
I see the shadows move
light is hugging me
I wonder if it will save me
I feel nothing
something to hold me steady
please i need to touch the ground
please i need to hold the walls
nothing surrounds me
so alone is my mind and body
dark black all around
no white for miles
I no longer hear the voices
that called out to me
pleading for me to see the bright white
I long for the cool breath of freedom
to be away from this nothingness
to be surrounded by warm yellow
and not this stabbing black
I can finally rest.

Faerie Dust
Isabel Cruz ‘20
Loving you was like soft moss and faerie dust
A warm creek right at my feet
Calm and serene
Begging me to wade in it
The evening twilight fell
Peppered with fireflies that twinkle in time with their celestial lovers
I could unfurl my wings
Basking in what was left of the warm rays
Cascading off their intricacies
Full of youthful vigor
Loving you was redolent of better times
Of citrus and berries and sugar cane
And with an ephemeral summer breeze
You lulled me into a stupor
But when I woke
You had cut off my wings
I found myself gasping and bloodied
There is nothing beautiful left about the dusk
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Flaky, Fluffy, Fading Out
Ashley Rodriguez ‘21

Beep!
The oven’s preheated.
Its warmth gently spreads a red-hot blush through her cheeks,
but so do his arms wrapped around her waist.
He holds her delicately
like one holds a piping bag angled just right above a gourmet masterpiece.
It’s a sweet kind of love,
almost decadent,
and punctuated by confectionary kisses from
buttery batter left in the bowl.
Is it wrong to indulge in such a blissful fantasy?
His voice is as light as the whipped cream in the mixer
and melts her heart like chocolate on a double burner.
Yet, his words hold a weight that glazes over her soul,
simply asking for some time to cool off before it hardens.
Domestic comfort is a dream born of naivety,
having spent way too much time burning in the oven.
He’s meticulous in what he wants
and too dense to realize the cookie that he’s crumbling.
He plays a messy game,
as matters of the heart tend to be.
Can he beat her into shape before the timer runs out?

Forward
Adelia Martinez ‘20

Look up at the sky and see the dreams
That never saw the light
Which is hidden by the snake
That slithers out of the cracks
Of our throne upon the sins
Of our ancestors
Who sought to the end
Of time that ticks past us
Because we will never know the feeling
Of the future
If all we do is look up.
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G
Jordan Borisuk ‘21

Torn between two roadsHeaven or hell

So Imma stay in the gray,
Until I have to choose

Between being
Good or bad

Because if you get me in the wrong moment
Actually,
The right moment

Wanting two lives
Have to choose...

But I be in my bag
Wanting this bread so bad
… I can taste it
They say it temporary
That, that kinda happiness
Is
Fleeting
Choose the good road
An average
White-picket fence life

I might choose that dark, lonely path
The “perfect” life
Hold up
Which road do I mean
The housewife life, that servant life
or
The high society life, that shallow life
You decide.

But here's the thing
I ain't ever had a white-picket fence
No sweet sixteen
No BMW at seventeen
Never been outta the neighborhood
Want the green
The black card
Want the plainride
The private jet
Want the house
The penthouse
Envy in my veins.
Green.
Should be my favorite color
From how much I want it.

But nah,
Gray is
Color of smoke
Comforting
Bland
Safe
20
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Girlhood
Chloe Ortega ‘20

Her eyes are open wide, hair sprouting curls
The innocence she has consumes her whole
Two ballet flats, made for pretty twirls
Sweets and sunshine soothe her heaven sent soul
Does one become a woman, at what age?
Nineteen? Twenty? Or as young as I am?
When I grow up, can I escape this cage?
Or will I be a sacrificial lamb?
Little children, being bought, being sold.
Men want gardens; fertile, growing, that type.
Bright women discarded for growing old.
Men want fruits with flowers, pretty and ripe.

Does God say after molding a girl’s mind?
“Oh please, Oh please, let this world be more kind.”
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Grace
Macrina Makar ‘21
How do I ask someone
I am indebted to for help?
When the debt is like a pit
That leaves me inept
A pit that swallows me
When I shouldn’t have fell

Then I remember
The word that defines it all:
Grace
The freely given gift that I can never repay

I am always saying sorry in an attempt to repay
The debt
Saying I won’t do it again
But I do
I do it
Again and again
I am stuck under the debt that weighs me down
Like a bag of rocks leading me to drown
Stuck in the cycle of doing wrong
The cycle that captures me
And shuts its doors behind
The throng
Leaving me weak
I need help
To escape
I need to ask for His help
To evade
But how?
I am indebted
Indebted to the God that made me
Indebted to the God that saved me
And continues to save me
Again and again
How do I ask with nothing to repay?
I deny
I doubt
I disobey
Again and again
I am no different than those who don’t know Him
I'm lost on the path
Entering dead ends
Lonely and afraid
Needing to ask Him
Needing to search for His grace
But I am embarrassed
Since I can never manage to repay
The God that loves me everyday
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Gratitude From the Soul
Ashley Rodriguez ‘21

How do you express your gratitude to one person
who is probably unaware of your existence?
How do you convey the appreciation simmering in your soul
for this family that gave you a chance without knowing
Who you are?
I’ve been given an opportunity
to be better than what I thought I could be.
This family gave me the chance to receive an education,
born of the kindness that rests in their hearts.
I owe all that I am
and will be
to their generosity.
They gave me the chance to be my best
without care of financial struggle.
How do you repay someone who is still paying for you?
It’s incomprehensible,
But one day, I know I’ll be able to do it.
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Her Snow
Macrina Makar ‘21

The white snow
Fluffy to the touch yet able to numb
Descending onto the green landscape
Yet remaining unmarked with color,
As it collects on the branches, rooftops, and grass
The view was breathtaking
Pure, beautiful, vivid
White
Undisturbed with tracks
As the sun arose the next morning
The black roof can be seen
The green grass
The naked branches
All that was left of the white snow
Were drops
Drops that flowed into a pond
It flowed where the land allowed
Conforming to every path ahead
Melted but still cold
What was left
Was small bits of snow dirtied by the long night
Full of shoes and tires

As a child, not tainted by the evils of this world
Shining brightly as she is unaware
Unaware that the temperature will rise
When life is tense and full of lies
Unaware of the dark colors that life is painted with
The child is innocent to the tragedy
The pain
Of this world
That pond
It is her tears
Tears that have removed her innocence
That have conformed to the surface under her
As she has conformed to this unknown world
A world of destruction
The pond flows
On every passing surface
Conforming to the rugged crevices
Of the fields, roads, soil
Becoming dirtied by the constant run of life
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His Hands Fit so Easily in Mine
Sianna Rosario ‘21

His hands so easily fit into mine
Just as if they were made for each other
My heart, it felt nothing, it had been blind
So I never grew attached, I didn’t bother
He expressed intentions of love
I didn’t know how to reciprocate
So he made like a dove
And decided to evacuate

I was left by my lonesome
Not knowing what would happen next
The days grew so gruesome
Waiting for that one text
So as long as we walk away and don’t hold his hand
Ladies, we won’t ever get hurt by no man.

How to Conquer Resentment
Tatianna Dorlean ‘21 and Viviana Cardenas ‘21

Our present world has a fire for envy
It is instilled in children from their birth
For them to be better than the many
To compete for what is the best on Earth
It is always easy to be Jealous
To fall in the temptations of these times
We become damaged and grow careless
Forget Him, who loves us despite our crimes
To overcome this we can turn to God
Remember, His heart is where our soul lies
Even though others think that this is odd
We are worth more than stars in His eyes
And still, envy is oh too compelling
Life’s purpose shifts into comparing
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If I Don’t Survive This Presidency
Isabel Cruz ‘20

If I don’t survive this presidency
Leave my body as a testament to the irreparable harm that was done
Make me a symbol for all those lost to the government’s greed
When they see me they need to see
The disabled
Those with pre-existing conditions
Women
People of Color
The poor
If I don’t survive this presidency
Know that it was pre-designed to exclude me and those like me so that we would die
Shut out of a system without affordable healthcare
Or access to prescription drugs
Or a living wage
Or affordable housing
Or clean water
If I don’t survive this
Presidency
Wrap me in the flag
Of this country for which I died
A fallen monument to those before me
A persisting battle cry rising from the grave
Calling to those after me to join the fight
If I don’t survive this presidency for whatever myriad of reasons
This will be my legacy

Joining a Legacy
Macrina Makar ‘21

Generations have passed through the doors of Lacordaire
A legacy of a hundred years has impacted countless lives
Joining this legacy are gifts:
A gift of belonging
A gift of hope
A gift of unity
A gift that should be cherished
I am blessed
Blessed to have found a second home
Blessed to have been impacted by a hundred years of legacy
Blessed to have learned life long lessons
Thank you Sisters
For blessing me and gifting me with a hundred years of a monumental legacy
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Language
Adelia Martinez ‘20

I Just Could Not Read You
You became the tarot
complications of fate
dedication consuming
with you murmuring your affirmations
and quivering lips placed upon your Celtic Cross
you became the Fool
instead of the Empress
Judgement came upon you on your journey
to find the Arcana of the New Age
For you made the Hanged Man find Judgement in
Death
and forced the Layout into a Half-Moon Spread

Living Sins
Adelia Martinez ‘20
The eyes that see are the sins that dream
As our will is broken while we still stand tall
And as it may seem with every wish
That is uttered under the black sun
We see the ash that follows our footsteps
As we head towards a pit of light
and understand the truth of the lies
being told to the innocent dreams
of passion with glory and gold.

You forced the Ace of Cups into The Devil
You forced The Star into the Five of Cups
You made the sweet Bergamot turn sour
with your horrid Gypsie ways
The Hermit never gained the Strength
to put up with your babbling
with your nonsense
with your ignorance
The Chariot lost control of the reigns
that held The Sun and Moon together
I lost my queen
you lost your Emperor
I lost the Lovers
I lost to fate.

The ears that hear are the lies that sleep
underneath the breathing dirt
which purifies the thoughts
of our ancestors that are sowed deep within the
blood-groomed earth
as the warm sun darkens the path
to a better home of cold
dry and barren is the mind of the innocent
for it’s the lies that have gained wisdom
which tears apart the dreams
which floats above the fire
and drifts past the sea
with its vast pool of chained silver
with its gripping hold on the past
and it’s chilling hug on the future
slowly
drawing in the life
of the innocent sins
of our glorious lies.
Look and listen
for the innocent future
filled with breathing sins.
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Lockdown Love in Fair Verona
Holly Lake ‘20

Characters
Narrator- a person of unspecified gender/appearance who (rather poorly) opens and closes the play
Romeo- a teenage Italian American who is sometimes more concerned with his appearance than his girlfriend
Juliet- a teenage Italian American who dreams of one day being on the MTV show “Jersey Shore”
Pharmacist Lawrence- the only pharmacist open in town, a sketchy middle-aged man with shifty eyes
Townspeople- the people of Verona, including Romeo and Juliet’s parents
The scene opens with a split stage in darkness. Two bedrooms, one belonging to Romeo and one belonging to Juliet, are respectfully stage right and stage left, mirroring each other. Romeo’s room is littered
with various exercise equipment and mostly empty cans of hair mousse; next to his door hangs a to-do list
with one item scribbled in messy cursive: HAIR MOUSSE! Juliet’s room is sickeningly decorated with a
tacky cheetah-print wallpaper and the majority of her furniture is stained with splotches of fake tan. The
lovers are each lounging on their beds, texting each other on their ridiculously expensive iPhone 11’s.
They remain silent as the narrator enters from stage left, dragging a podium centerstage with them; a
spotlight shines on them once they give a thumbs-up to an unknown person offstage
Narrator (squinting slightly due to the bright light): Could you maybe turn that down a little? I can barely
read my own handwriting as it is.
The lights slowly dim until the narrator once again gives a thumbs-up offstage
Narrator (after clearing their throat): Two households, both alike in the fact that they are currently under
a strict lockdown due to a global pandemic, In eh Verona (so-so hand gestures), where we lay our scene
(holds paper up closer to face, squinting again) Where we (holds paper a further distance away, pausing
again) (holding it up to face an unknown offstage character) Where’s the rest of my script? (after a
pause) What do you mean the printer broke? (another pause) I’m trying to keep my job here! (runs hands
through hair) Right, well, I guess we should just get on with this, then? (shakes head, then sighs) (begins
to walk offstage in the same direction they entered, then remembers their podium. Groaning and muttering unknown complaints under their breath, they walk back to the podium and drag it awkwardly offstage
as the lights shift to focus on the two teenagers)
Dialogue is the texts the teenagers are sending each other
Juliet (her acrylic nails tap loudly on her phone as she simultaneously twirls a piece of her hair; she is
overdue for a coloring, so her highlight are outgrown): babe, OMG, you don’t like understand how much
IMU! Social distancing is like rlly ridiculous!
Romeo (struggles to do reps with a five pound weight with his left arm while texting with his right hand):
yeah word (word=term of agreement) this lockdown is so ode (ode=excessive).

Juliet: I like can’t believe that my mom won’t leave my house! Ur so like lucky that ur parents are stuck
in Canada.
Romeo: yeah word they said it’s gonna be a while before they get back.
Juliet: UGH, so unfair. Like doesn’t she know the virus only affects old people like her??
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Romeo: ahaha, tell her she should listen to the news or something.
Juliet: LOL, I don’t need her to ground me for when her mandated quarantine is over!
Romeo: ahaha my bad.
Juliet: there just like has to be SOMETHING we can do. I haven’t seen u in two whole hours!
Romeo (visibly not as upset as Juliet): yeahhhhhhhh.
Juliet (after a moment): it’s so weird on our street.
Romeo: wym.
Juliet: like there’s usually a ton of people outside @ this time but like there’s no one.

Romeo (stands up to peek through his blinds for a moment; he and Juliet are next door neighbors): LOL
maybe ur mom gave everyone the same idea or something.
Juliet: maybe.
A pause as both teenagers stare at their phones, presumably waiting for the other to text first
Romeo: so like u don’t think u could sneak out?

Juliet: NO, LOL, my mom is like guarding my front door.
Romeo (looks through the blinds again): dude, ur mom’s car is literally not in the driveway, LOL
Juliet (rushes up to verify for herself): OMG, I totally forgot that she said she was going to bring my
grandparents in Hoboken some supplies. She won’t be back for, like, six hours she said.
Romeo (after a pause): so like yes?
Juliet (now rushing around her room to grab her house keys, purse, and put on some heels) LOL I’ll be
over in five
Romeo does a celebratory fist pump, and also puts his shoes on. Both teens walk off the opposite sides of
stage simultaneously. The lights dim as the set transforms into a local, dingy Pharmacy. The teens walk
onstage, this time next to each other.
Dialogue is now spoken conversation.
Juliet (looking around in dismay): I can’t believe the pharmacy is the only store in town open.
Romeo (despondent): dude, this is a bust! They’re completely empty. I thought they’d at least have some
slim jims!
Juliet: this is like, insane. You drag me here just so you can get your slim jims, and they don’t even have
any??
Romeo (slightly annoyed instead of apologetic): how was I supposed to know the store would be cleared
out?? People are crazy, bro, it’s just the flu or something.
Juliet (very annoyed): okay, whatever, that’s it, you have to record my TikTok for me.
Romeo (almost as annoyed as Juliet): how is that fair at all??
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Juliet (stamping her foot): ohmygosh, please!! The only good out of this is that I might finally get SOME
clout for doing a cool TikTok!
Romeo (confused): how is making a TikTok in Verona’s empty pharmacy cool?
Juliet (very frustrated): it just is, Romeo, so do it!
Romeo (holds palms up mockingly): OKAY, give me your phone then!
Juliet hands her phone to Romeo. As the two spend the next ten minutes filming Juliet’s TikTok until she
is satisfied, Pharmacist Lawerence enters upstage right. While watching the two teens bemusedly, he
does several things to busy his hands, such as clean his glasses. Once Romeo and Juliet have finished
their TikTok, he clears his throat and moves downstage to approach them, but never gets closer than six
feet away from them; this awkward distance does not go unnoticed by the teenagers.
Pharmacist Lawrence: well, it seems like we have a couple of misfits here, don’t we?
Romeo and Juliet look at each other with slightly concerned looks. They both know Pharmacist Lawrence, as does everyone in town, but his reputation as the local oddball makes them go quiet.
Pharmacist Lawrence (takes his glasses off and puts them in his lab coat pocket; he rubs his shiny bald
spot that grows larger every year): of course, I love customers, but we are technically closed. I don’t
know if you noticed (gestures around with his hands), but I’m out of stock, and I don’t know when my
suppliers will open again. (Chuckles to himself for a moment). Y’know, this virus was the best thing that
could ever happen to this pharmacy; in all honesty, I was concerned about remaining open. Too many
sick people coming in.
Juliet (huffing): I don’t get what the big deal is. I get my flu shot every year, so like I’m safe.
Romeo (under his breath): crazy anti-vaxxers.
Pharmacist Lawrence (bemused): well, I’m glad you get your flu shot Ms. Juliet, but it won’t protect you
from this virus.
Romeo (matter-of-fact): yeah, duh Ms. Juliet, the flu shot won’t protect you from the flu, it just means
that you won’t get as sick.
Juliet rolls her eyes
Pharmacist Lawrence (chuckling): well, you kids are certainly entertaining. I’m glad that some people
are able to keep their sense of humor during times like these. (looks at his watch). Now, I must really be
closing down the shop. (reaches into his pocket). Here, you two ought to use this, touching everything in
here so soon after all the crazies. (steps forward and holds out a bottle of hand sanitizer).
Juliet and Romeo (collectively, mechanically, as they move forward to accept his offer): uh, thanks.
Juliet (under her breath so only Romeo can hear): what is his deal? The flu isn’t that serious.
Romeo (under his breath so only Juliet can hear): he’s old, he’s paranoid.
Pharmacist Lawrence steps back, shrugs, and then slathers his own gloved hands in hand sanitizer. He
then retrieves a mask from his pocket, but not before he coughs without covering his mouth, and covers
his face with it. He follows the teenagers who exit the store while maintaining a six-foot distance at all
times. As the teens exit stage left, he locks up the shop, and exits stage right as the lights dim. The set
changes to the outside view of Romeo and Juliet’s houses; once finished, the narrator enters stage left,
this time remaining close to where they entered from.
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Narrator: Well, as I’m sure you might have guessed by now, the pandemic at hand was not the flu, but
something far more severe.
Outside the teen’s houses, a large group of townspeople congregate around a television reporter centerstage.
Narrator (watches the crowd, who grows increasingly hysterical as they cling onto the reporter’s silent
words, for a moment, then returns to facing the audience): the woefully ignorant teens, unfortunately,
caught the virus, as this reporter right here (points to reporter) is about to tell thousands of people on live
television. Later that night, Romeo had gone out to a “sick” (air quotes to mock teenage lingo) party,
where he coughed all over the place (grimances). Not cool. Juliet, on the other hand, stayed at home, but
her delay in showing symptoms meant that she passed it on to her parents, who passed it onto their relatives and neighbors, who then passed it on to their relatives and neighbors (catches their breath, as they
had begun talking increasingly fast); well, you get the idea. (Pause). The teens and their families, as well
as others affected, remain quarantined in their homes, as Verona Medical Center is already overwhelmed
with prior patients. So, if you take anything from this story, when you’re told to stay indoors, stay indoors,
wash your hands, and most importantly, get your information from reliable sources. (The narrator turns
and watches the crowd, which has descended into madness. After a moment, they turn back to the audience). Otherwise, we could all end up like that. (Lights go black).
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Matron Goddess
Isabel Cruz ‘20

Maybe you liked the idea of me
Or you liked the chase
Or maybe you liked vying for something out of your reach
Pining like a pagan
For some old forgotten deity
But I am not your goddess to be worshipped
To be placated with milk and honey
Venerated from afar
Do not build altars for me
Or write me great ballads
I care not for genuflection
Or for hymns of praise
I long to be lowered
Off this prison of a pedestal
To a place within your reach
I too crave the humanity of mortal love
But you find it unacceptable
To be anything more than your
Matron Goddess

My Immortal Lover
Goretti Muriithi ‘22

O gaze upon thy fair cheek!
Lovely maiden, I never meant to get lost in your universe.
Or entranced by your magnificent ways.
For I have loved and lost my lovers all to Death.
Death steals my lover’s kisses
And sleeps with their souls.
I live forever just to mourn and die
with each man and woman who ever loved me.
Alas, I despise Death and disparage it.
But, there is a way to release my curse
And thou could remain by my side for eternity.
Thou begins to weep openly by my side
Pleading and begging to move on with me.
O love, your adoration and devotion to stay
Even after learning about my ill-fated immortality,
Thou wishes to share upon my power.
But I cannot. For I share my power with another being.
Another lover.
My cat.
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New York at Night
Laura Somma ‘20

New York never sleeps
People are in a hurry
Lights dazzle Times Square

Ode to Sleep
Macrina Makar ‘21

Through sleep
the experiences that seem real
the dreams we live
the peace we feel
after a restless day
Succumbing to the calm night
Entering the subconscious
revealing the world of the mind
a world whose existence was unknown
Until sleep opened the door
to the mind’s hidden rooms
Tiresome days
Baggy eyes
Achy arms
Are forgotten
With one nap
A new day stems from sleep
a new being, a new thinking
All providing renewal
Sleep is a reminder that we are human
that we are not invincible
that we too need to recharge
It keeps us grounded
Oh how we trivialize the power of sleep
Its ability to unleash us
But also ground us
Its ability to heal us
But also steal hours
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Rushing
Adelia Martinez ‘20

rush to and fro
backwards and inwards
never reaching what we want
always getting what we haunt
forever knowing how to breathe
red, orange, and yellow leaves
open up the blinds that give
light for the little sins that live
rush in and out
up and down
sliding towards damnation
crying towards salvation
bombs of coloring words
revering the standards
souls like hammers
shouting rage, creating miracles
don’t touch the bubbles
making sure the wheel crumbles
rushing side to side
left and right
learn the language, speak the guide
laughing, playing, saving your side
different colors, different eyes
different thoughts, different lies
minimize the wrongs with gold rings
empty smiles, dead greetings
endless halls hypnotizing
witness to the memorizing
muttering justice and prejudice
weeping laughs of promises
rush fast and slow
rush to and fro
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Sappho
Alice Lake ‘20

Is this what Sappho said it was like
As she gazed across at the woman
Her perfect head thrown back
As she laughed that musical sound
Her long neck golden under the sun
Sappho’s voice stuck in her throat
Unable to breathe?
Did her heart ache as she saw a masculine arm
Wrapped around sun kissed shoulders?
Did her skin tingle under the touch
Of that delicate hand upon hers?
Did her knees buckle underneath
As stormy eyes met hers?
Did her palms sweat as tender fingers
Brushed her hair behind her ear?
Did Sappho’s face burn
As soft lips brushed against her own?

As my eyes remain on her face
Unable to tear my gaze away
Heart trying to escape my chest
Memorizing the way her eyes crinkle as she smiles
The way her nose scrunches when she laughs
The way her hair bounces when she moves
Butterflies beating against my stomach lining
I realize
This is exactly what Sappho must have meant.
Sweet mother, I cannot weave.
Slender Aphrodite has overcome me
with longing for a girl.
–Sappho
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She Was Like Ice
Goretti Muriithi ‘22

She was like ice.
Beautiful but cold.
Everyone turned to look her way,
But she never did what she was told.
She was like Night.
Dangerous but Dark.
No one knew how she came or left,
But she always left her mark.
She was like fire.
Burning and bright.
She would burn you with her acid words,
But her smile practically gave off light.
She was like Day.
Full of opportunities and life.
I never realized her torture—She was perfect.
But she took her own life—my poor wife.

Sonnet #6
Adelia Martinez ‘20

I want to break this throne where kings do sneer—
Just want to see it crumbling into bits,
To see his face transforming into fear
And then recognition when he sees this
Just eyes of bloodlust that surround his throne
as that man’s vainglorious palace fell.
With God’s good vengeance our power has shown
to send his evil soul straight down to hell
I want to reclaim the land that was mine
and wipe away the blood that had been spilt
and tell the children everything is fine
for our honor and pride has been rebuilt
Our home will always be ours by birthright
and to any king who comes, we bring the fight!
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Sunset Skies
Ashley Rodriguez ‘21
Colors mix beautifully in the sky.
As the sun sets,
our clouds give way to muted shades of violet,
royal blue,
and deep, dark black.
The summer breeze sifts through the leaves,
drying the tears that run down her face
like a sprinkling of rain.
She wipes at her rosy red cheeks
and sniffles through a primrose pink nose,
both flushed by the consequence of her suffering.
The colors mix smoothly with the water on her cheeks.
Watercolor vibrancy defines the curves of the heavens in its path.
God’s canvas has been painted
in shades that soothe her pain.
His brushstrokes curve through the clouds
like the definition of a woman’s hips.
Within his creation sits streaks of grace and elegance,
holding the beauty together
through golden hues, sunset highlights, and nighttime blues.

The Countryside Cathedral
Thomas Wiley, Faculty

I met a hiker coming ‘round the bend
Who said: A countryside cathedral lies
Alone, abandoned, strewn from end to end
With shrubs and rubble, roofed with open skies.
Its rugged frame and lofty tower ascend
Above the trees, exuding majesty.
Its saintly statues gaze on silent pews:
An emptiness abides where prayer should be.
The church is beautiful at sunset hour.
Its colored glass recalls what people lose
When mythic tradition surrenders power
To worlds preoccupied with here and now.
In lonely wilderness you’ll find this tower
Where wandering souls before their God still bow.
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The Man
Adelia Martinez ‘20

For the man said, “I'm only human, only human after all.”
And the people asked him “why? Why? Don’t you see why I might see through what is left behind.”
The man stood atop the thick wooden box to speak his way
and prove to all that it was not his fault that many went astray
simply walking down the road.
And he told anyone who would listen to see past their foolish mission
and watch the mirror for anything that seems full of luck.
And he told a child to not be deceived and only believe in what you can see even if it is a foot away from
you.
And a woman came up to the man and asked if she can blame him for all of the wrong things.
And the man told a banker to see the problems that matter and solve them until the mind can handle no
more.
A woman in red came up to the man and demanded to be read the poems of the rest.
And a man in a suit dressed only in leather decided to make a book that told of the man who was the human among the rest.
For the man was only human who wanted to answer to no lie.
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The Search
Macrina Makar ‘21
We enter this life always searching.
Searching for breath
For mother
For milk.
The innocence of the age is indicative
Of who
We
Are
To become.
Individuals constantly searching
Unable to tell when we find.
Searching for purpose
For love
For You.

We are ignorant to what we are given.
And want more
Need more
Search for more
Why are we never satisfied?
More is the defining word.
We want more
More fun
More happiness
More Money

We simply don’t understand
That the God above
Holds the world in his hands.
And in Him
we could find
Fulfillment
Joy
Life.

So why do we search
when the answer is literally all around us?
In creation.
How the sun manages to give the plants life
How the stars stand millions of lightyears away
And some believe that the intricacies of science
happened by chance.
Open your eyes
His reflection is in every piece of creation.
Don’t you understand,
Your very existence proves
that you don’t need to search.
That He has been holding you right in His hands
The whole time.

When what we need
Is right in front of us.
We are just ignorant
Oblivious
Hopeless
We call ourselves the pinnacle
Of civilization
Of all the animals
The seas and the skys,
Being more intelligent
Yet we may very much be
the least of them all.
At least they know
They don’t need to search
Cause they need not worry.
They are controlled by instinct,
Not thought.
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The Source of Light
Macrina Makar ‘21
The Light
It blinds me
Leaving me full of shame
Reminding me of my every sin
As I look into those eyes of grace
It reveals my guilt and my every secret
It makes me vulnerable
To Him and every seeker
It pulls my soul into reality
It makes me conscious of my every decision
As I am reminded of Your decision
To save me
It changes my interactions
As I try to reflect its purity
Its perfection
Like the moon reflects the sun
Unable to portray its light entirely
But able to sustain the proof of its
Entirty
Your light, Lord
Is a testament of your mercy
Because though you see my every imperfection
You allow me to see your perfection
To see the grace in your eyes
Everytime I fail
Everytime I deny
When I fall short
You allow your light to shine brighter
As your grace lifts me higher
Your light
Makes me aware
Of what I can do
To better reflect you
It reminds me of your mercy
Your grace
And the warmth of your embrace
It guides me on this path
Called life
To the final destination
Called paradise
It is the reason I am alive
And hope to continue to live
With You
The source of Light
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The West Virginia Train Tunnel
Thomas Wiley, Faculty

You take the little, forlorn exit
Off the big highway
And then make a quick turn
Onto a gravel sideroad.
Ride the rock road until you no longer hear
The mechanized rush of the big road
And there’s just the sound
Of your engine humming
And gravel cracking under your wheels.
Pretty soon you’ll find an old railroad bed
Sunk into the earth, beaten down
By ghostly trains that no longer run.
The rail’s been out of business
Since time out of mind.
Now get out of your car.
Follow that sunken way until you find
A train tunnel hollowed out of the hills.
Inside a darkness stretches
As far as the untrained eye can see.
It’s best to go just before nightfall
When your eyes are adjusting to the dark.
That way as you enter within
Your eyes will teach themselves to see
Deeper and deeper depths
As you pitch yourself past pitchy dark.
Echoes will sound from your footsteps
And resound as the loneliest song you’ll ever hear.
You will notice the intermittent pitter-patter
Of water dripping far off–
Or you’ll think it’s far off
Until you feel its cool trickle
Smack in the face
Or rolling down your back.
Your outstretched arms will guide you
Along walls of cold, craggy stone
That are rough to the touch.
As you feel your way along,
You will think: “Is this tunnel turning
Or have I turned back on myself?”
Each footstep is an act of faith.
Each passing second is full of uncertainty.
As it is all too often in life,
You must learn to make your way in the dark.
Near the end of your stumbling journey,
You will see the gray twilight of the other side.
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Time
Macrina Makar ‘21

As the continuum resurges
the clock ticks
and it tocks
as it tries to catch its breath
and continue the race
to catch up with the sun
to catch up with the moon
to catch up to everything around it
Weeks, Months, Years
Always evolving
Revolving around the sun
From dawn to dusk
The clock is forced to run
through the centuries
the eons
the millennia
still unable to catch its breath
always repeating
Tick, tock, tick, tock
The recurring sound becomes an anthem
an anthem to the consistent yet uncontrollable
Irregularity of the epochs
it reveals that catching up should not be the objective
that the clock musn’t work against time but with it
always keeping the past in the past
and moving forward with its best friend
Time
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Veronica E. James
Holly Lake ‘20

Mother, daughter, wife, benefactor, inspiration, woman.
How do you describe someone you have never met?
How do you thank them for all of the things they have given you?
How do you explain to others their impact on your life
when they will never know your name?
Mother, daughter, wife, benefactor, inspiration, woman.
She was so much more than words could ever articulate.
How do you describe a legacy that has shaped the future of your life?
One moment here, in a flash, taken from the lives of her loved ones forever
Gone, but never forgotten
We have made sure of that
Mother, daughter, wife, benefactor, inspiration, woman.

Veronica E. James
From the bottom of my heart
Thank you
For what you have done, and what you continue to do in ways unseen

Without you
I would not be half the person I am today
Thank you
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Where I’m From
Isabella Johnson ‘21

I am from 10 x 10 Eggshell walls,
From Florida Water and purple Fabuloso.
I am from Paco’s scratches on every surface.
(Black, Flaking,
Reminiscent of soot, staining the tile floor.)
I am from torn violets and forgotten leaves,
Trapped within Pepe’s growl.
I’m from arguments over the TV and 30-second fist fights.
From
and Tracey.
Monifa
I’m from talking over one another and refusing to back down, to admit our wrongdoings.
From “you’re my warrior princess” and “don’t you dare cry another tear!”
I’m from misas on the first sunday, the house dressed in all-white.
I’m from the Johnsons,
From nowhere,
From anywhere;
unable to trace the line back to me;
Rice and Corn, now able to be cooked to perfection.
From the visit to my mother’s forgotten sister, threading between lines.
The thinning dreads which make up Nae’s hair.
A forgotten, purple Dora backpack,
Filled to the brim with those I know and those I don’t,
With words that hold no importance to me,
Tying my past, my present, my future to those that will come after.
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Why Do I Write
Ashley Rodriguez ‘21

Why do I write?
Well,
I can’t say that I know.
Writing is my escape.
I enjoy it.
I’m good at it.
I can take pride in it.
It helps me.
When I’m confused
When I’m frustrated
When I’m sad.
When I’m angry and
When I’m stressed,
I write.
It’s
my
Escape.
It’s hard to articulate.
When I write,
I feel like I have a purpose.
I rarely write to evoke happiness.
Because nearly every time I write,
I’m not in a good place.
That’s why it’s my escape.
I get angry, I get sad, I get anxious.
And
I
Break
Down.
In these moments,
Writing is all I need.
To write a poem,
to describe my feelings,
is to clear my head and start again.
No one knows.
No one understands why I write.
They understand that I’m good,
they understand that I can do it,
but they don’t understand why.
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My self-esteem.
It’s low.
Always low.
Writing is something that I can be proud of.
It’s something about myself that I can love
in the moments where it seems
like every part of me
was made
for someone else
to hate.
Writing is a part of me.
Writing is me.
I write for me.
I write so that I can love me,
And be me.
And breathe.
I write to breathe.
Because when friends aren’t enough,
and God isn’t enough,
and nothing else is ever enough,
writing is.
Writing listens.
I can manipulate the words,
until all that’s left on the page is me,
truly and authentically.
And my lungs can open again,
and I can let the air in,
and
I
Can
Breathe.
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Worry
Ashley Rodriguez ‘21

Grades are all I have.
They’re all I’ve ever really had.
And it’s so frustrating when someone thinks
that they can tell me not to worry.
Worry is my middle name.
Worry is my core.
Worry is all I can do.
It’s all I know how to do.
Especially when it comes to my grades.
I am worry.
Worry is me.
We are one.
With my grades comes worry.
Teachers like to continuously tell me
to just
stop
worrying.
But they don’t get to say that to me.
They don’t get to be hypocrites.
They don’t get to tell me to relax
when they’ve already
done
their
work.
They don’t get to tell me to relax
when it was easier for them.
Everything has gotten harder since your school days.
It continues to get harder.
Expectations continue to rise.
So please don’t compare your experiences
to what I’ve yet to experience.
Because it will only get harder from here.
I feel like schools don’t focus on our wellbeing.
Schools harp on our future.
That’s why they give us so much work.
That’s why they’re so hard on us.
But do they care about our present?
Do they care about our now?
I feel like I’m going crazy every day.
I lose sleep every night.
And when I finally wake up from the three pathetic hours of sleep that I got that night,
I wonder what the purpose of me waking up was.
When I down almost ten Advils in a whole week
because of the
constant
headaches
that school gives me,
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I wonder how I’ve yet to crash and burn.
I cry and I tremble and I shake,
because I physically don’t have the time or the mind to finish this assignment.
But I have to.
I. Have. To.
I have anxiety attacks in the dark of the night
because it’s still three in the morning
and I’ve yet to take care of my dog
and wash dishes
and shower.
I’ve yet to make sure that my brother and sister and parents are okay and asleep.
And I’ve yet to get ready for the school day that I have to wake up for
in the next three hours.
The only thing lighting up the room
is the digital clock that mocks me in the night,
laughing in my face,
as it screams the hours of sleep that I could’ve gotten at the top of its lungs.
I shouldn’t have bags as dark as our sky
and as deep as a canyon
under my eyes at sixteen years old.
So why do I have them?
Why am I going through this at sixteen years old?
Why?
Because my grades are all that I have.
I’m not musically talented.
I’m not.
I’ve tried the singing thing
and people have only told me
to
shut
up.
That’s all they ever tell me.
I’ve tried to play instruments
and I’ve failed
every
time.
I’m not a dancer or an athlete or a gymnast or anything physical.
Because when I was just born, a stupid doctor ruined my future.
He continues to ruin it.
Because I could be trying to join the army right now
but I was dealt the short end of the genetic stick,
so I can’t.
I’m not physically capable.
I’m not anything other than smart.
And even then,
I feel stupid every damn day.
The only thing that makes me proud
Is
My
Grades.
My brain is all I’ve ever had.
Because while my dad is the cop
and my mom is the chef
and my sister is the artist
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and my brother is the builder
I am the brain
I am the scientist
I am the writer.
I am the straight-A report card.
I
Am
Grades.
So don’t tell me not to worry about my grades.
Don’t tell me not to worry about the one thing that I can always be proud of.
Don’t tell me not to worry about the core of my being.
Because I do
and it’s not going to change.
So maybe, instead of telling me not to worry,
try telling me that it’ll be okay.
Try helping me get over my anxiety attacks.
Try helping me manage my crumbling life better.
Try fixing this school system before I intentionally jump off of that stupid cliff
that I’ve always felt like I’ve been on the edge of.
You should learn by now,
that grades and I are a package deal.
We always have been
and we always will be.
So instead of telling me to let them go,
help me keep myself together,
so that I can stop worrying
and start walking away from the cliff.
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You Can Never Go Home Again
Isabella Johnson ‘21

It’s been twelve years since my family has been together all in one room. I can’t fully remember
the last time; only glimpses and flashes of memories are available to my mind when I think of Kwanzaa
‘07 in Brooklyn, New York. Cool, orange walls with dim yellow lighting. Deep, rich laughter filling every crevice of my grandmother’s living room. Flashes of dark skin running around the room, belonging to
one of my several cousins. 5 year old me, underneath the dining room table, taking in everything I could
hear and see in, as I played my own, private games; my family always said my imagination was one of
my best qualities. With a family as big as mine and my being the last born of my parent’s children, my
often self-inflicted solitude occurred frequently. I felt safe underneath this large, deep mahogany brown
table, offered by the darkness edged with the light from my family’s affairs.
I believe the solitude I experienced underneath that table prepared me for the twelve years of isolation
my entire family would undergo, as we all sectioned each other off into other parts of America. My mother, brother, and I were the first to leave, claiming New Jersey as our own. Next, my aunt and uncle with
their daughters moved to Maryland. Twelve of us would soon relocate to Florida, and in three years time,
that number would drop. Two went off to Maryland and two more off to North Carolina. My uncle in the
army would return from service to one sister still home, still in that treasured Brooklyn apartment; however, they were bound to leave as well. He would leave first, traveling to different states, before finally
listening to that call from Florida so many people in my family seem to hear. My aunt would once again
be alone in New York. Her isolation from everyone else would drive her to follow after my grandmother,
her mother, into North Carolina, yearning for that family connection, always there to remind her of herself and where she came from.
I’m not like my aunt; the separation from my family did not feel as jarring. I’m content with the occasional phone call, annoyed by any texts. I’m unlike my entire family in this aspect. I can see their yearning for another day in that Brooklyn apartment, content as familiar faces surround them, the entire family
once again together; I don’t reciprocate. My adventures underneath that large, deep mahogany brown table have prepared me too well. The strings that connect my family to one another somehow missed me in
their entanglement. As they are all wrapped up in one another, finding comfort and happiness in being
together, I am off to the side, watching, my movements untangled and free, erratic and disjointed.
Three years ago, I visited my grandmother’s house in North Carolina for Kwanzaa. Not all of us
could attend; my mother was scheduled to work, my aunt and uncle from Maryland were burdened with
their own plans, older cousins unable to travel. But we were here, in this poor replacement for our Brooklyn apartment. The walls eggshell white, too many corners that don’t allow voices to carry, cousins
grown up, no longer running through the apartment. The startling differences didn’t seem to bother my
family, as they still laughed throughout the 7-day holiday, still found joy in this place that wasn’t really
ours. My grandmother kept that dining room table, that large, deep mahogany brown table, tempting me
with offers of safety and solace. I didn’t go underneath for my entire trip. Offers of real familial
connections, of entanglement (finally) were far stronger. I wanted to belong, to become entangled in their
lives, to yearn for that missing family connection. When I left North Carolina, traveling back to New Jersey, I could feel their strings attached to my back, gently tugging on my spirit, and I smiled.
I call one of my family members at least once a week.
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Young and In Love In the Ghetto
Isabel Cruz ‘20

Ah, to be young and in love in the ghetto
Pining for el dominicano three blocks down
Walking hand in hand
To get ice pops from the bodega
“I love you” was a 99 cent can of Arizona iced tea
And “I miss you” was showing up on your doorstep
Volleyball in hand
Asking to go to the park.
Ah, to be young and in love in the ghetto
Sitting on a park bench with your head on his shoulder
Sipping Tampico straight from the bottle
As if it were honeysuckle.
You talked and he played with your curls
As stark daylight gave way to marmalade skies.
He kissed you then, as day turned into night
And just as soon, mami would be yelling down the street for you to come back
He stole one last kiss as he walked you home
Four houses away so papi didn’t see
Kissing you quickly
With lips that tasted like fresas*
With lips that felt like home
He left you at your doorstep and waved goodbye
And when he reached the top of your street he’d look back and smile
Nothing else mattered besides your black bodega bag of Arizona iced tea and loose change
Your tired legs carried you up the stairs to your room
Where you dreamed fresa dreams
Lulled by the heat of summer.

El dominicano - the Dominican boy
*fresas - spanish for strawberry, plural; singular: fresa
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Fin in Water
Bike Contact Sheet

Ruth Amouh ‘22

Alyson Hang ‘21

Bridge

Blurred Trees

Alyson Hang ‘21

Alyson Hang’21
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Royalty

Adelia Martinez ‘20

Flower

Alyson Hang ‘21
Perpetual Love
Kelly Miller ‘23
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Hands of the Universe
Emily Torres ‘20

“Hands of the Universe” is a very abstract concept. My interpretation of this
piece is that America is almost “the center of the universe”. Throughout the
course of history, many events, both good and bad, happened in the United
States that somehow impacted other countries socially, economically, or politically. Today, a good amount of media coverage in other countries is centered
around what’s going on in the United States.
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Photography Contest Series
Oluwayinka Akindebe ‘21

Photography Contest Series
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Photography Contest Series
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Photography Contest Series
Oluwayinka Akindebe ‘21
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Laura Somma ‘20

Tatianna Dorlean ‘21

Tatianna Dorlean ‘21
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St. John’s Bible

Adelia Martinez ‘20

Emily Torres ‘20

Tatianna Dorlean ‘21
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Still Life

Emily Torres ‘20

Tatianna Dorlean ‘21
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Adelia Martinez ‘20

Holly Lake ‘20

Tatianna Dorlean ‘21
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Laura Somma ‘20

Tatianna Dorlean ‘21

Viviana Cardenas ‘21
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